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A DC gem designed to inspire

Property Highlights
	Amenities for work and play
With lounge areas and collaborative workspaces throughout, Terrell Place is the perfect spot to foster creativity and build connections. Work in a private cabana on the rooftop or get your caffeine fix from Compass Coffee on the ground floor—this is top-to-bottom luxury.



	Embrace the action
Set in the heart of Penn Quarter, at the corner of 7th and F Streets Northwest, Terrell Place is in a legendary DC location. Here, you’re in the cultural and entertainment capital for the entire metro region, with all of DC at your fingertips.



	Historic transformation
A show-stopping digital media art dances on the walls of the main lobby and corridors creating an immersive experience that fosters a sense of wonder and connection across the building’s common areas.



	Centrally located
Terrell Place is located across the street from the Gallery Place metro stop, and just two blocks from the Judiciary Square and Navy Memorial metro stops, making it easy to get around no matter where you’re headed.
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Leading Gallery
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Roof Deck
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Lobby Media Wall | 575 F Street
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Tenant Space




Availabilities


	Total Square Footage:
	523,000 SF


	Building Heights:
	8-stories | 11-stories | 5-stories


	Ceiling Heights: 
	from 9' 4" to 10' 6" 


	Parking:
	Parking Garage on E and F Streets


	Access & Security:
	24/7




	Retail

filter_list
All floors
BSMT floor
Ground floor
1st floor



	Located across the street from the Gallery Place metro stop
	State-of-the-art HVAC system controlled by Siemens Apogee

	Kelly Milloy
202-420-7764kmilloy@klnb.com

	Jennifer Price
202-420-7768jprice@klnb.com
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		Unit
	BSMT floorSuite FB1F19,160 sq ft



	Availability
	Available Now






		Unit
	Ground floorSuite FGR1F5,099 sq ft



	Availability
	Available Now






		Unit
	1st floorSuite S1A11,500 sq ft



	Availability
	Available Now







Show 1 more units


State-Of-The-Art-Amenities
Conference Center
With ample seating, the conference center at Terrell Place is the ideal place to bring your team together or gather groups of up to 160 people.




Fitness Center


Tenant Lounge


Rooftop Terrace


Compass Coffee


Mi Vida


Five Iron Golf


Bike Storage + Lockers
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Conference Room
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Conference Reception




Shift
A tenant amenity program operated by Beacon Capital Partners, Shift offers a range of classes, events, and perks available onsite and online. Shift’s programs empower employees to take a moment to recharge, whether that’s joining a yoga or cardio blast class, taking part in culinary experiences, or enjoying live music performances. These moments of mindful rejuvenation lead to more focused productivity throughout the workday.

	Educational Programs
	Fitness Classes
	Building-Wide Social Events
	Community Service
	Wellness Classes
	Culinary Events
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ShiftGo Beyond Work


Closing Gallery
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Thoughtfully designed for a smarter, more sustainable future.
Beacon is committed to creating innovative workplaces that are better for people and the planet. We’ve earned industry recognition for our operations and continue to raise the bar for the environment we create inside and outside our building.
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PlatinumLEED Certified
Beacon strives to operate all of its properties in a resource-efficient manner and seeks LEED® certification at each property. To date, Beacon has obtained LEED® certification for over 60 million square feet of property.
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Fitwel Certified
Fitwel is a nationwide building certification program to support healthier workplace environments and improve occupant health and well-being.
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Energy Star
Beacon’s commitment to sustainability has been recognized by the EPA, who has awarded the ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year award.
 Recognized for 11 consecutive years with an average ENERGY STAR score of 85 - within the top 25% of all office buildings




Welcome to D.C. 



	100Walk Score
directions_walk
	100Transit Score
directions_bus
	88Bike Score
pedal_bike

Nearby attractions
	Sports ArenaCapital One Arena
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	Michelin Star RestaurantFiola
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	Science AcademyNational Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
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What's Nearby
See what's in our backyard
	Sports ArenaCapital One Arena
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	Michelin Star RestaurantFiola
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	Science AcademyNational Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
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	Art MuseumNational Portrait Gallery
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	Performing Arts TheatreHarman Hall
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	4-Star HotelMonaco
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Press
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Terrell Place: A Dazzling Approach To Energy Management
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Your next Instagram destination, Terrell Place
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This Historic Building Just Turned Its Lobby into a Digital Cherry Blossom Bonanza
 


Get In Touch
Location
575 7th St. NW

Washington, DC 20004



Leasing
	Amy Bowser
202-423-2196amy.bowser@cbre.com

	Brooks Brown
202-423-2193brooks.brown@cbre.com



Retail Leasing
	Jennifer Price
202-420-7768jprice@klnb.com

	Kim Stein
202-652-2338kstein@klnb.com

	Kelly Milloy
202-420-7764kmilloy@klnb.com



Property Management
	Garrett Chang, RPA
202-595-1075garrett.chang@cushwake.com



More D.C. properties
See more
2445 M Street
Washington, DC
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Lafayette Centre
Washington, DC
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